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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The fact that the Attorney General (“AG”) has seen fit to file a brief 

regarding this Petition only proves the importance of the questions involved, and 

the need for this Court to address them.  In addition, the statute on which the brief 

relies so heavily says that “[t]he regulation of the use of public monies and public 

employees for union activities is a matter of statewide concern and is necessary to 

enforce the Constitution of Arizona.”  A.R.S. § 23-1431(E) (emphasis added).  

This, too, testifies to the importance of taking this case. 

 The AG’s brief raises three arguments, none of which offer a good reason to 

disregard the important questions raised in this Petition. 

 First, the AG argues that A.R.S. § 23-1431 renders concerns with release 

time unworthy of this Court’s attention.  But that statute only prohibits use of 

release time for direct electoral and lobbying activities.  It places no prohibitions 

on the many other political activities that release time employees perform, let alone 

the numerous other release time activities that advance the Union’s private 

interests—and which are involved here.  And given that the MOU at issue contains 

no provisions controlling how released employees spend release time, or even that 

require them to report what they do while on release time, the adoption of Section 

23-1431 hardly resolves the legal questions presented here.  

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
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 Second, the AG’s conception of what constitutes lawful consideration under 

the Gift Clause is contrary to this Court’s clear pronouncements and would 

eviscerate key constitutional protections by permitting all sorts of amorphous, 

indirect, and speculative benefits to be exchanged for public expenditures.  Even if 

the AG’s position were meritorious, they would mark significant changes in 

Arizona law that would require granting, not denying this Petition. 

 Finally, no stare decisis argument justifies denying review in this case, 

which involves free speech issues and other constitutional issues of statewide 

importance that are likely to recur.   

ARGUMENT 

 

I. Section 23-1431 doesn’t render any of Petitioners’ arguments or claims 

“inapposite.”   

 

 The Attorney General says the Court should deny review because the 

Legislature enacted some restraints on release time in Section 23-1431.  Br. at 6–8.  

But that Section only bars the use of release time for direct electoral and lobbying 

activities, not all political activities, and it places no restraints on uses of release 

time for most of the other private activities that are performed on release time and 

that are at issue here.   

It’s simply not true that Section 23-1431 makes it “no longer possible for 

any public employees to use release time for ‘political activities.’”  Br. at 6.   

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
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 First, this Section does not apply to “any public employee.”  In fact, law 

enforcement officers and firefighters are expressly exempt from the prohibition.  

See A.R.S. § 23-1431(G)(2)(b).  That means they’re still free to lobby the 

government, endorse candidates for office, and engage in election speech toward 

voters, all at public expense—just as the release-time employees in this case do.1 

 Second, and more important, Section 23-1431 only limits paid release time 

for two uses: (1) “advocating for the election or defeat of any political candidate” 

and (2) direct lobbying activities.  It does not limit release time for the majority of 

private union activities performed on release time, including political activities that 

involve things other than direct electoral and lobbying activities.  That means many 

political activities performed on release time—which violate Petitioners’ free 

expression and association rights (and Gift Clause protections)—are left unaltered 

by Section 23-1431.    

 
1 In fact, law enforcement and firefighter unions are enormously powerful; they 

spend millions every year to influence public policy.  See, e.g., Scheiber, et al., 

How Police Unions Became Such Powerful Opponents to Reform Efforts, N.Y. 

Times (June 6, 2020).  An Arizona Republic analysis in 2017 found that in the 

previous two years, firefighter unions spent more than a quarter million dollars on 

59 city council and mayoral elections in Arizona.  Boehm, Arizona Firefighters 

Have Grip on Financial Power in Local Elections—But Should They?, Arizona 

Republic (Mar. 28, 2017). That’s their right, of course (within constitutional 

boundaries), but it indicates that Section 23-1431 does nothing to render the 

constitutional violations at issue here “incapable of repetition.”  Br. at 8.  On the 

contrary, given the statutory exemptions for the state’s wealthiest and most 

powerful public sector unions, it’s a virtual certainty that the constitutional 

violations here will recur absent this Court’s action.   

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/06/us/police-unions-minneapolis-kroll.html
https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/arizona-investigations/2017/03/28/arizona-firefighter-unions-donated-hundreds-thousands-local-elections/99603914/
https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/arizona-investigations/2017/03/28/arizona-firefighter-unions-donated-hundreds-thousands-local-elections/99603914/
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
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A. Petitioners’ compelled speech, association, and Right to Work 

claims are unaffected by Section 23-1431.  

 

 The record shows that paid release time is used not just for direct electoral 

and lobbying activities, but also for a host of other things, such as collective 

bargaining, APP.019 ¶ 24, APP.169 at 70:2–19, and grievance adjudication, 

APP.164–65 at 53:4–55:6; APP.022 ¶ 63, which in the context of public sector 

unions, are categorically “political” in nature.  Janus v. AFSCME, 138 S. Ct. 2448, 

2476 (2018); see also Harris v. Quinn, 573 U.S. 616, 636 (2014) (“In the public 

sector, core issues such as wages, pensions, and benefits are important political 

issues.”).   

That means it violates the First Amendment and the Arizona Constitution to 

force the Petitioners to pay for those activities.  See Janus, 138 S. Ct. at 2478.  

Section 23-1431 leaves these things entirely unchanged, which means its adoption 

does not alleviate the constitutional concerns involved here, let alone render this 

case “theoretical” or “unnecessary.”  Br. at 5. 

The political activities of the Union in this case go far beyond those things, 

too.  They include union recruiting, APP.006 ¶ 20; APP.018 ¶ 20; APP.168 at 

67:3–68:24, participating in political action committee meetings, APP.035–36 ¶ 

67–68, and preparing newsletters on ballot questions.  APP.037–38 ¶¶ 91–92.  

These are also unaffected by Section 23-1431, which only prohibits direct 

electoral and lobbying activities.  It doesn’t prohibit or even limit the myriad other 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I3e7265f17a1011e8bbbcd57aa014637b/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=138+s.+ct.+2448
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/If3c8ec70003711e4a795ac035416da91/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=573+u.s.+616
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I3e7265f17a1011e8bbbcd57aa014637b/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=138+s.+ct.+2448#sk=3.XYPAg8
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
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political activities this Union engages in while on release time.  Thus, Petitioners’ 

compelled speech, association, and right to work claims are entirely unaffected.   

 B. Section 23-1431 has no impact on Petitioners’ Gift Clause claim. 

 Of course, Section 23-1431 has no impact on Petitioners’ Gift Clause claim.  

That Clause forbids the City from “mak[ing] any donation or grant, by subsidy or 

otherwise, to any individual, association, or corporation.”  Ariz. Const. art. IX, § 7.  

It is “intended to prevent governmental bodies from depleting the public treasury 

by giving advantages to special interests.” Wistuber v. Paradise Valley Unified 

Sch. Dist., 141 Ariz. 346, 349 (1984).  Few special interests in this country, if any, 

are more powerful than public sector unions.  See generally Howard, Not 

Accountable: Rethinking the Constitutionality of Public Employee Unions (2023).  

And this Court has expressly applied the Clause to release time requirements.  

Wistuber, 141 Ariz. at 349; Cheatham v. DiCiccio, 240 Ariz. 314, 320 ¶ 21 (2016).  

 It’s indisputable that paid release time is used for private union activities, 

both political and non-political, including candidate electioneering, APP.035–39 

¶¶ 62–108, recruitment, APP.006 ¶ 20; APP.018 ¶ 20; APP.168 at 67:3–68:24, 

grievance and disciplinary proceedings against the City, APP.164–65 at 53:4–

55:8; APP.022 ¶ 63, union meetings, APP.035–36 ¶¶ 67–68, supporting other 

labor organizations, APP.177–78 at 105:5–106:18, and a host of other activities 

that are neither reported to nor supervised by the City.  APP.036 ¶¶ 71–73.  

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://www.azleg.gov/viewDocument/?docName=https://www.azleg.gov/const/9/7.htm
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I6f29f4dbf53611d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=141+ariz.+346
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I6f29f4dbf53611d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=141+ariz.+346
https://books.google.com/books?id=QFGkEAAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=not+accountable:+rethinking+the+constitutionality+of+public+employee+unions&hl=en&newbks=1&newbks_redir=0&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjpvZD4uYCBAxVCJEQIHadRDecQ6AF6BAgDEAI#v=onepage&q=not%20accountable%3A%20rethinking%20the%20constitutionality%20of%20public%20employee%20unions&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=QFGkEAAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=not+accountable:+rethinking+the+constitutionality+of+public+employee+unions&hl=en&newbks=1&newbks_redir=0&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjpvZD4uYCBAxVCJEQIHadRDecQ6AF6BAgDEAI#v=onepage&q=not%20accountable%3A%20rethinking%20the%20constitutionality%20of%20public%20employee%20unions&f=false
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I6f29f4dbf53611d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=141+ariz.+346
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ia177a4107a2511e6b8b9e1ce282dafae/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=240+ariz.+314
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Petitioners’ Gift Clause claim is thus entirely unaffected by Section 23-1431, 

which only prohibits the use of release time for direct electoral and lobbying 

activities by some public sector unions (while allowing it for the biggest unions).   

 If anything, passage of Section 23-1431 is yet another reason to grant 

review.  Like the Cheatham decision itself, 240 Ariz. at 317 ¶ 7, that statute 

specifically says that paid release time “is a matter of statewide concern,” and 

involves questions of constitutional dimension.  A.R.S. § 23-1431(E).  That shows 

that the state’s elected representatives agree with this Court that release time is an 

issue of pressing importance with constitutional ramifications—all of which makes 

granting this Petition all the more imperative.  State v. Arevalo, 249 Ariz. 370, 373 

(2020) (the Court may grant review in constitutional cases on recurring issues of 

statewide concern).  

II.  Release time serves the Union’s interests, not those of the City or 

taxpayers.  

 

 The AG argues that release time serves a public purpose because it fosters 

“cooperative employment relationships,” “efficient…labor-management 

concerns,” and the “resolution of grievances.”  Br. at 10–11.  That’s not a good 

reason to deny the Petition. 

First, these indirect, speculative benefits are “valueless” under the Gift 

Clause’s consideration prong.  Petitioners explain that point more fully in their 

Response to the Amicus Brief of Heidi Shierolz.  But there’s an additional reason 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ia177a4107a2511e6b8b9e1ce282dafae/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=240+ariz.+314#sk=7.xnrjZC
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/N1E3E8170FE7E11EC912DADF344C4BC4D/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=a.r.s.+23-1431
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I4840f700ec7411eaac1bf54738486b58/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=249+ariz.+370
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that these alleged benefits also don’t satisfy the public purpose requirement: the 

City does not exercise any control or oversight over the use of release time to 

ensure that these (or any other) purposes  are, in fact, achieved.   

 In Kromko v. Arizona Board of Regents, 149 Ariz. 319 (1986), this Court 

made clear that that the government may give public resources to a private entity—

a business or a union—only if the “operations” of that entity “are…subject to the 

control and supervision of public officials,” to ensure that public purposes are, in 

fact, being carried out.  Id. at 321.  See also Cramer v. Mont. State Bd. of Food 

Distrib., 129 P.2d 96, 97 (Mont. 1942) (grant of aid to private entity was 

unconstitutional gift because the entity was not “under the control of the state [or] 

in the nature of a municipal corporation.”)2    

 The lack of City control over release-time employees here is striking.  The 

City exercises effectively no oversight over, or supervision of employees on full-

time release—and there ’s no accountability for such persons.  They set their own 

schedules and direct their own activities.  APP.033 ¶ 43.  Nobody in the City 

monitors their performance, gives them duty assignments, or places prohibitions on 

 
2 Arizona’s Gift Clause was copied from Montana’s 1879 Constitution, making 

Montana precedent helpful in this context.  But the supervision requirement is 

found in the jurisprudence of many other states, too.  See, e.g., State ex rel. Rich v. 

Idaho Power Co., 346 P.2d 596, 612 (Idaho 1959); State ex rel. Wash. Nav. Co. v. 

Pierce Cnty., 51 P.2d 407, 411 (Wash. 1935); Detroit Museum of Art v. Engel, 153 

N.W. 700, 703 (Mich. 1915); Harrington v. Atteberry, 153 P. 1041, 1045 (N.M. 

1915); Washingtonian Home of Chi. v. City of Chi., 41 N.E. 893, 895 (Ill. 1895). 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+319
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+319
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ie446536ef87011d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=129+p.2d+96
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ie446536ef87011d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=129+p.2d+96
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ia3dd6e80f7cb11d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=346+p.2d+596
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ia3dd6e80f7cb11d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=346+p.2d+596
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I06e27a9df7d911d983e7e9deff98dc6f/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=51+p.2d+407
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I06e27a9df7d911d983e7e9deff98dc6f/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=51+p.2d+407
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I67fe5c9bffef11d99439b076ef9ec4de/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=153+n.w.+700
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I2adca750f85611d99439b076ef9ec4de/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=153+p.+1041
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I331ca1e6cf2e11d9bf60c1d57ebc853e/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=41+n.e.+893
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their activities.  APP.033 ¶¶ 44–45.  Release time employees provide no 

accounting of any kind to the City about how they spend release time.  APP.033–

34 ¶ 46.  Nobody in the City selects which officers use full-time release, and these 

officers can’t be removed from their release time positions by the City.  APP.035 ¶ 

59.   

This is extraordinary, because there is no other context in which control 

over on-duty   City personnel is delegated entirely to a private entity.   

 In short, nothing is in place to ensure that release-time employees 

accomplish public purposes, and the explanation is simple: because they don’t.  

Courts in Gift Clause cases are supposed to focus on “the realities of the 

transaction,” Turken v. Gordon, 223 Ariz. 342, 345 ¶ 8 (2010) (cleaned up), not 

mere fictions, or speculations, or formalistic recitations.  Yet the latter are all the 

AG relies upon—simply declaring the City’s broad policy assertions reasonable, 

instead of showing that the City is even monitoring whether the purposes that (the 

AG claims) release-time accomplishes are actually being accomplished.  The 

realities of this transaction show that they are not. 

 First, the MOU itself says that the full-time release positions are not provided 

to perform public services, but are instead provided to  the Union “to engage in 

lawful union activities.”  APP.050 § 1-3(A)(1) (emphasis added).  Second, the 

record shows that the vast majority of release-time activities—such as using 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+342
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release time for political and ideological speech, or to recruit new members to the 

Union and attend union meetings and conferences—qualitatively cannot serve a 

public purpose.  APP.035–36 ¶¶ 67–75; APP.038–39 ¶¶ 100–02.  Recruitment and 

political speeches serve the Union’s private purposes, not public purposes.     

 In short, the “the reality of the transaction,” Wistuber, 141 Ariz. at 349 

(emphasis added), is that the City makes no effort to supervise or monitor the uses 

of release time to ensure that any purported public interests are actually 

accomplished.  The AG offers no argument to the contrary, except to say that how 

“the City views” things is “reasonable.”  Br. at 10.  That’s not enough. 

Because the City has not put in place even minimal standards of review or 

control over release time, it has abused its discretion and failed to ensure that its 

grant of funds to the Union actually achieves a public purpose. 

III. The Attorney General’s novel theory about Gift Clause consideration 

would neuter constitutional protections.    

 

 The AG contends that the City receives adequate consideration for release 

time because, employing a “panoptic” view of the MOU, the release-time subsidy 

cannot be tested independently for consideration.  Br. at 14–16.  But “panoptic” 

does not mean—as the AG seems to think—“zooming out” so far as to blind 

oneself to the realities of the transaction.  Cf. id. at 14.  On the contrary, “panoptic” 

means “all-seeing…permitting everything to be seen,” Webster’s Third New 

International Dictionary 1631 (2002)—that is, paying attention to the actual facts.  

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I6f29f4dbf53611d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=141+ariz.+349#co_pp_sp_156_349
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And the actual facts of this transaction show that release time was negotiated here 

as a separate benefit, with specific trade-offs that reduced Petitioners’ wages and 

benefits.  It was removed from a previous MOU, whereupon the employees, 

including Petitioners, received an increase in wages and benefits—and then 

reinserted into this MOU, whereupon those wages and benefits were reduced.  In 

short, the release time provision is its own element of the MOU and must be tested 

independently for consideration, just like this Court did in Wistuber, 141 Ariz. at 

348.   

 The AG’s interpretation of “panoptic” would “zoom out” so far that any gift 

or subsidy would evade the constitutional prohibition as long as it was embedded 

in a larger contract.  Consider the helpful hypothetical offered in Turken, 223 Ariz. 

at 347 ¶ 16.  There, this Court said that for a city to buy a garbage truck would 

certainly serve a public purpose—but paying twenty times what the truck is worth 

would be an unconstitutional subsidy.  Here, however, the AG’s “zoom out” theory 

is so deferential that the City could buy the Union president a $250,000 

Lamborghini to drive to union offices to perform work on release time, as long as 

the car was included in a $2 million contract for union services.  After all, in such a 

case, what “the City receives from all employees and the Union” would vastly 

outweigh the cost of the Lamborghini, Br. at 16—and would therefore not be a gift.   

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I6f29f4dbf53611d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=141+ariz.+348#co_pp_sp_156_348
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+347#co_pp_sp_156_347
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That’s obviously wrong—and it’s not “panoptic,” since “zooming out” that 

far would mean blinding oneself to the realities of the transaction.  Moreover, such 

a holding would contravene the goal of the Gift Clause, which is to prevent 

“giving advantages to special interests.” Wistuber, 141 Ariz. at 349.  An illegal 

gift hidden within a larger contract is still a gift.    

 The AG also argues, relying on Kromko, that “nonpecuniary benefits” must 

be evaluated in the consideration analysis.  Br. at 16–17.  It’s true that Kromko said 

this—but it emphasized that it took “nonpecuniary” consideration into account 

only because the lawsuit concerned “the ‘special case’ of a municipality’s 

relationship to a non-profit hospital.”  149 Ariz. at 322 (quoting Wistuber, 141 

Ariz. at 349 n.4).  It need hardly be said that the Union does not qualify for “the 

judiciary’s long-held accordance of a special status to…‘charitable institutions.’”  

Id.   

 In any case, while it’s possible for “nonpecuniary” benefits to be 

consideration under the Gift Clause, Schires v. Carlat, 250 Ariz. 371, 378 ¶ 21 

(2021), made clear that they must still be susceptible of some objective, fair-

market valuation, in order for the give/get comparison to work.  (The AG concedes 

this: “[t]o be sure, an objective analysis is required.”  Br. at 18).  The City might, 

for example, hire an artist to paint a mural to obtain an aesthetic benefit which is 

“nonpecuniary.”  But in order to ensure that the consideration is proportionate, the 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I6f29f4dbf53611d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&userEnteredCitation=141+ariz.+349#co_pp_sp_156_349
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+322#co_pp_sp_156_322
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+322#co_pp_sp_156_322
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1984135777&pubNum=661&originatingDoc=Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df&refType=RP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=e50102bb1f594669b44b7224ec6055b7&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)#co_pp_sp_661_357
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+322#co_pp_sp_156_322
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I550c08006ff311ebae408ff11f155a05/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=250+ariz.+371
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artist’s services must still have an objectively ascertainable fair-market value—

otherwise, the City might pay her twenty times what the mural is worth, and that 

would violate the Gift Clause.  Cf. Turken, 223 Ariz. at 347 ¶ 16.   

 Anyway, Kromko didn’t fail to compare objective fair market values.  In 

making the give/get comparison, it found that “substantial monetary benefits have 

in fact accrued to the [state],” because the state had eliminated a liability of 

between $20 million and $36 million annually in exchange for the rental payments.  

149 Ariz. at 322.  In other words, it relied on objective fair-market values, as 

Schires calls for.3   

 Here, even assuming the “nonpecuniary” theory applied, the Union does 

not obligate itself to provide any benefits, pecuniary or otherwise, to the City 

in the MOU.  Only what a party “obligates itself to do (or   to forebear from doing) 

in return for the promise of the other contracting party” counts as consideration 

under the Gift Clause, Turken, 223 Ariz. at 349 ¶ 31 (emphasis added), and nothing 

in the MOU or anything else requires the Union to engage in “cooperative 

employment relationships,” Br. at 10, or provide any other direct services, 

pecuniary or nonpecuniary, to the City or the public.   

 
3 Of course, if there were a conflict between Kromko and Schires, Schires would 

control.  The AG doesn’t argue for overruling Schires—and couldn’t consistently 

do so, given the AG’s emphasis on stare decisis, Br. at 20—but overruling Schires 

would, again, require granting, not denying the Petition. 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+347#co_pp_sp_156_347
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+322#co_pp_sp_156_322
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I550c08006ff311ebae408ff11f155a05/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=%2FFoldering%2Fv3%2Fkschlott1%2Fhistory%2Fitems%2FdocumentNavigation%2F0c510058-9fd2-4a2b-b4be-d5804de91eb8%2FJA0hBtpuB6bnI%60ZZiC052WppMHSvf0ZFt6vqX1lR0VR%60v7J7NX7NTFQJLGawCT%60IM1mGKM2Na7ToKBvlra51tOPtVZcefjZ9&listSource=Foldering&list=historyDocuments&rank=3&sessionScopeId=67b4e620d18ba7b733dca4482431f1cedbcb6c32af5ba28f50d0a8247d7ef71e&originationContext=MyResearchHistoryAll&transitionType=MyResearchHistoryItem&contextData=%28oc.UserEnteredCitation%29&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.History*oc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+349#co_pp_sp_156_349
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+322#co_pp_sp_156_322
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I550c08006ff311ebae408ff11f155a05/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=%2FFoldering%2Fv3%2Fkschlott1%2Fhistory%2Fitems%2FdocumentNavigation%2F0c510058-9fd2-4a2b-b4be-d5804de91eb8%2FJA0hBtpuB6bnI%60ZZiC052WppMHSvf0ZFt6vqX1lR0VR%60v7J7NX7NTFQJLGawCT%60IM1mGKM2Na7ToKBvlra51tOPtVZcefjZ9&listSource=Foldering&list=historyDocuments&rank=3&sessionScopeId=67b4e620d18ba7b733dca4482431f1cedbcb6c32af5ba28f50d0a8247d7ef71e&originationContext=MyResearchHistoryAll&transitionType=MyResearchHistoryItem&contextData=%28oc.UserEnteredCitation%29&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I550c08006ff311ebae408ff11f155a05/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=%2FFoldering%2Fv3%2Fkschlott1%2Fhistory%2Fitems%2FdocumentNavigation%2F0c510058-9fd2-4a2b-b4be-d5804de91eb8%2FJA0hBtpuB6bnI%60ZZiC052WppMHSvf0ZFt6vqX1lR0VR%60v7J7NX7NTFQJLGawCT%60IM1mGKM2Na7ToKBvlra51tOPtVZcefjZ9&listSource=Foldering&list=historyDocuments&rank=3&sessionScopeId=67b4e620d18ba7b733dca4482431f1cedbcb6c32af5ba28f50d0a8247d7ef71e&originationContext=MyResearchHistoryAll&transitionType=MyResearchHistoryItem&contextData=%28oc.UserEnteredCitation%29&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I550c08006ff311ebae408ff11f155a05/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=%2FFoldering%2Fv3%2Fkschlott1%2Fhistory%2Fitems%2FdocumentNavigation%2F0c510058-9fd2-4a2b-b4be-d5804de91eb8%2FJA0hBtpuB6bnI%60ZZiC052WppMHSvf0ZFt6vqX1lR0VR%60v7J7NX7NTFQJLGawCT%60IM1mGKM2Na7ToKBvlra51tOPtVZcefjZ9&listSource=Foldering&list=historyDocuments&rank=3&sessionScopeId=67b4e620d18ba7b733dca4482431f1cedbcb6c32af5ba28f50d0a8247d7ef71e&originationContext=MyResearchHistoryAll&transitionType=MyResearchHistoryItem&contextData=%28oc.UserEnteredCitation%29&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0
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 The MOU does not bind the Union to provide any benefits in return for 

release time. APP.039 ¶ 109; SAPP.009 at 27:5–28:11; APP.119–120 at 57:22–

59:21.  It is not required to spend a certain amount of time meeting with City 

officials or discussing employee concerns, APP.039 ¶ 111, APP.120 at 58:17–25, 

or resolving disputes “efficiently” or at the lowest level, APP.039 ¶ 110, APP.119–

120 at 57:2–58:8, or any other specific service.  Rather, under the release time 

provisions, the Union has expressly promised nothing but to “engage in lawful 

union activities.”  APP.039 ¶ 109; APP.050 § 1-3(A)(1).   

 Finally, the AG argues that the Court should adopt a “less mathematical 

analysis” for the give/get comparison.  Br. at 19.  It’s unclear what “less 

mathematical” means, unless it means a deferential analysis, which Schires, 250 

Ariz. at 378 ¶ 23, expressly and correctly rejected.  Combined with the “zooming 

out” theory of “panoptic” review, this “less mathematical” analysis would 

appear to let the government subsidize whatever private undertaking it 

asserts will benefit the public.  Obviously, that’s not what the Gift Clause calls 

for.  A subsidy “for a purpose that is deemed by the city fathers to be for the public 

good…falls squarely within the prohibition….  ‘[T]he constitution makes no 

distinction as between “donations,” whether they be for a good cause or a 

questionable one.  It prohibits them all.’”  City of Tempe v. Pilot Props., Inc., 22 

Ariz. App. 356, 362 (1974) (citation omitted).  No Arizona precedent warrants 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I550c08006ff311ebae408ff11f155a05/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=250+ariz.+378#co_pp_sp_156_378
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I75717702f78d11d983e7e9deff98dc6f/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=22+ariz.+app.+356
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being “less mathematical” in the consideration analysis.  And if this Court were to 

consider adopting the AG’s newfangled “less mathematical” theory, it would have 

to grant, not deny, the Petition.   

IV. Stare decisis does not counsel against granting the Petition.  

 

 The AG urges the Court to deny review based on stare decisis, but that 

argument is unpersuasive. 

 First, it’s not true that “Cheatham resolved issues largely overlapping with 

those here.”  Br. at 20.  Rather, Cheatham went out of its way to state that it did 

not  “address…[whether] the release time provisions violate either the ‘right 

to work’…or the First Amendment rights of non-[union] members.”  240 Ariz. 

at 324 ¶ 43.  Those issues are raised here.   

 Second, the AG says stare decisis is “at its zenith” when “the precedent 

established important settled expectations—especially those relat[ed] to contract 

rights.”  Br. at 20 (cleaned up, citation omitted).  But this is a constitutional 

challenge, not a contract law case, and the doctrine of stare decisis “is at its 

weakest” in constitutional cases.  Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 235 (1997); see 

also E.H. v. Slayton, 249 Ariz. 248, 254 (2020).  Indeed, as Janus observed, “stare 

decisis applies with perhaps least force of all to decisions that wrongly denied First 

Amendment rights.”  138 S. Ct. at 2478.   

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ia177a4107a2511e6b8b9e1ce282dafae/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=240+ariz.+324#co_pp_sp_156_324
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ia177a4107a2511e6b8b9e1ce282dafae/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=240+ariz.+324#co_pp_sp_156_324
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibdd276769c2511d9bc61beebb95be672/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=521+u.s.+203
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ib76b76e0d68111ea9701a3ff415cad6f/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=249+ariz.+248
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I3e7265f17a1011e8bbbcd57aa014637b/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=138+s.+ct.+2478#co_pp_sp_708_2478
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 This Petition involves constitutional issues of major importance, as this 

Court—and now the Legislature, in passing A.R.S. § 23-1431—has recognized.  

Cheatham, 240 Ariz. at 317 ¶ 7.  Phoenix and other cities continue to pay unions 

with public money to spend time doing private activities—including private, 

political activities.  No principle of stare decisis warrants disregarding these 

concerns. 

CONCLUSION 

 

 The Court should grant the petition.  

 

Respectfully submitted August 29, 2023 by:  

 

      /s/ Jonathan Riches                            
Jonathan Riches (025712) 
Timothy Sandefur (033670)  
Scharf-Norton Center for Constitutional 

Litigation at the GOLDWATER 

INSTITUTE 
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